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Notes on IIED’s landscape
About this document
This document responds to a set of questions in IIED External Review for the period 2017-2022 regarding IIED’s
positioning in the landscape of environment and development research-to-action. It provided background
analysis supporting sections of the main review report on global shifts. The document was produced by Dr Louise
Gallagher (primary author) and Dr Zenda Ofir. It has not been edited. Navigation aid (page numbers
hyperlinked):
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Objectives
To feed the analysis on positioning of IIED in its next strategy period by mapping and analysing the operating
landscape for the organisation in 2022.
This analysis has been conducted with the understanding that IIED is on the cutting edge of many trends in the
sustainable development sector. The intention is to create a summary overview from which key shifts in the
landscape that could be important for IIED can be identified and discussed in the main review report.
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Definitions
‘Positioning ‘
‘Positioning’ in this analysis is defined in terms of ability to achieve stated goals relative to other actors in the
same landscape. This ability is determined in part by value proposition, built on niche and brand fit for a changing
market, competition based on performance of existing products and services including return on investment (in
terms of stated desired outcomes achieved relative to investment by IIED and its funding partners).

Defining IIED’s landscape
IIED is fundamentally in the business of influencing towards just and equitable transitions and transformative
change, seeking institutional innovation in policy environments for local-to-global sustainability governance
towards outcomes that will address interlinked, dynamic global crises in climate, ecological and social systems
that have regionally and locally-distinct manifestations and differentiated adaptive capacities. This is how this
analysis defines the landscape and operating context for the organisation.
Definition of key terms
Transformative change: Transformative change is understood as intentional, game-changing shifts, or
“fundamental, system-wide reorganizations across technological, economic, and social factors, including
paradigms, goals, and values” (IPBES 2019: 14).
Policy (policy environments): The term can mean: a domain of interest; an intended outcome or proposal for
action, an instrument by any policy actors; formal decisions taken by government, private sector or other policy
actors or the process to take such decisions; government plans, programmes, legal frameworks or legislation.:
The social, political, historical and economic factors determining much about policy strategy, decision making,
choice, actors and their networks, implementation and performance. The policy environment is a polycentric
and multi-level environment where state actors are just one policy actor. (Cairney, 2019).
Local-to-global sustainability governance: [Also termed environmental governance in the literature]: On-going
processes across temporal, spatial and polycentric institutional scales between varied entities to shape and
enact practices through which societies are governed to intentionally guide, steer, control, or manage sectors
or facets of societies’ towards realising collective interest sustainability and resilience outcomes with multiple
dimensions. Governments are no longer the only relevant actors as attaining these outcomes is currently
understood as a shared responsibility of actors at multiple levels of state authorities, markets, civil society and
citizens. (Cash et al., 2006; Ostrom, 2010; Lange et al., 2013; Heikkila, 2018).
Institutional innovation: “novel, useful and legitimate change that disrupts, to varying degrees, the cognitive,
normative, or regulative mainstays of an organizational field”. Innovation practices are typically future-oriented,
asking big questions and solving big problems by seeking disturbance of an established pathway. Innovation
practices can seek either deliberate incremental change (improving upon how we are already attempting to
achieve sustainability goals) or deliberate radical change – breaking with existing institutions, knowledge and
technologies to create totally new pathways needed to steer away from critical planetary-system thresholds and
open up new trajectories of sustainability. (Raffalelli and Glynn, 2015).
Adaptive capacity: a generic concept involves (1) capacity of a system, group of people, or individual to cope
with environmental contingencies (to be able to maintain or even improve its condition in the face of changes
in its environment(s)) and (2) capacity to improve its condition in relation to its environment(s), even if the latter
does not change, or to extend the range of environments to which it is adapted. (Adapted from Gallopin,
2006:300).
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Analysis approach
I define IIED’s landscape as that of multi-level
sustainability governance, with a focus on arenas,
situations and patterns of interaction for research-toaction in sustainability praxis in the environmentdevelopment nexus.
This analysis is a rapid search and synthesis of current
trends from leading sustainability thinkers and
institutions about this landscape, as well as reflections
from IIED staff and their partners.
A landscape like this is vast, yet the aim here is to provide
a comprehensive mapping of major trends and issues for
critical elements rather than in-depth analysis of each.
Data used:
●

IIED Peer discussions

●

IIED Partners survey

●

IIED Staff survey

●

Academic and grey literature publications from leading institutions published 2020 onwards about key
trends in sustainability priorities, governance and activities in research-to-action praxis.

●

Public information available on other research-to-action organisations.

Note: I use the term research-to-action in this discussion to encapsulate a broader set of ideas about the
relationships between science & research and change in the world. This term seems most relevant to IIED (from
the peer discussion) given they discuss themselves as doing ‘research’ not ‘science’, and place a heavy emphasis
on action-oriented outcomes. However, I draw from a wider reading from fields including policy sciences,
science and technology studies, innovation studies, sustainability science, sustainability transitions, agendasetting by global science and sustainability institutions when discussing evolution trends in this mode of
engaging in sustainability governance.
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Section 1: Some dynamics in IIED’s landscape 1
This section summarises three sets of dynamics: 1) global influencing the landscape of sustainable development
in 2022, 2) sustainability landscape dynamics, as the primary landscape in which IIED operating and 3) research
to policy and action theory and practices dynamics, covering IIED’s major implementation field. The section is
written as a horizon scan with hyperlinks linking to underlying sources. Readers who feel up to date on current
affairs and latest trends in sustainability and research-to-action can jump ahead to the section 1 conclusion on
what does engaging with the dynamics outlined imply and onwards to Section 2: Exploring IIED’s value add in
these landscape dynamics.

1.1. Global dynamics influencing IIED’s landscape in 2022
In 2022, we seem to be observing climate change, ecosystem degradation, social inequity trends – the fruits of
the Great Acceleration – more clearly than ever before. As these play out in the context of the global COVID-19
pandemic, intersecting effects are threatening progress already made on human wellbeing in 50 decades of
international development and environment interventions, as well as the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development. Ecosystem and social resilience were already compromised in many ways. Now, intersecting
climate and biodiversity crises are making existing inequalities worse with increased unpredictability in access
to water, energy and food, and exposures to disasters. Big global issues have differing impacts on nations
depending upon the conditions in that nation. We are already potentially seeing some ‘canaries in the mine’ 2 as
a unique combination of factors are triggering significant problems in some countries and regions in the past 12
months:

1.

Fragility in economic and social systems.
A. Our disrupted economic systems following the pandemic bounce-back: Asset class bubble, Venture
Capital overload.

2.

B.

Interlinked evidence crisis, ICT developments and media institution trends

C.

Social cohesion and solidarity failings: Reckoning with racial injustices in US, UK; COVID vaccine and
mask politicization, mainly in US and EU media and societies; COVID vaccine distribution inequality;
Housing crises in Germany, US, Ireland, parts of the UK.

Climate crises. Climate change: Big increase in weather disasters over the past five decades documented by
the World Meteorological Organisation. We speak now about climate change impacts happening today, and
not as something that may come to pass in the future:
A. Climate change physical risks and impacts (changing monsoon/precipitation patterns, flooding,
drought and high humidity heatwaves, sea level rise,) have been recognised as already present in Asia
for many years. Extreme heatwaves in India and Pakistan in March 2022 started the season. By 2050,
between 600 million and one billion people in Asia will be living in areas with a nonzero annual
probability of lethal heat waves. More than 9 million people have been marooned across Bangladesh
and northeastern India, and at least 54 people have died, after heavy monsoon rains. Severe storms
and summer rains – the heaviest in 60 years in some places - in China have triggered flooding in cities
and mudslides in rural areas. Africa's mountain glaciers are shrinking faster than the global average. A
drought in Madagascar caused a humanitarian crisis. The number of people affected by food insecurity
rose by 40% in 2020 over with the previous year, in part impacted by a locust invasion in East Africa.
This region also accounted for 12% of all new population displacements worldwide, with over 1.2
million new disaster-related displacements compared to 500,000 new conflict-related displacements.
[Summary of a 2021 WEF review of the State of Climate in Africa). Devastating fires in the Amazon.
Lakes disappearing in Bolivia. Water scarcity in São Paulo. Melting glaciers in Patagonia. South America
is already feeling the impacts of the climate crisis. California is experiencing a megadrought, the worst
in centuries (Williams et al., 2022). “This drought will very likely persist through 2022, matching the
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duration of the late-1500s megadrought.” This part of the world has also experienced increasing
regularity and intensity of wildfires. Europe: flooding in Germany in July 2021 is juxtaposed with a
2021/22 winter drought in Europe which is currently culminating in continent wide water availability
concerns, leading to a variety of (potentially cascading) risks to drinking water access (Northern Italy),
crop failures (France), nuclear station cooling (France), wildfires (Spain, Germany) and now 2022
summer heatwaves. The Arctic is heating up seven times faster than the global average
B.

Political will is failing in some key governments. Leading global governments around the world are
starting to walk back climate commitments in the context of social and economic turmoil in mid-2022.
“The west is back-sliding on climate action”(The Hindu, 26 July 2022).

3.

Food, energy and debt crises. The war in Ukraine and sanctions on Russia are accelerating global energy
transitions; this geopolitical situation is also bringing fuel and food security concerns to the forefront of
international politics at a time of supply constraints, strong spending and fragile economic and social
systems in many countries following COVID-19. A combination of food availability concerns, rising prices of
fuel, food and debt repayment difficulties have been observed in 2021 and 2022 in Afghanistan, Argentina,
Bangladesh, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Haiti, Indonesia, Iran, Ivory Coast, Lebanon, Morocco,
Mozambique, Pakistan, Peru, Senegal, Somalia, South Africa, Sri Lanka, Tunisia, Vietnam. The United
Nations Crisis Response Group shows 107 nations who are vulnerable to at least one of the three critical
drivers of fuel, food or debt crises, with 69 ‘perfect storm’ countries with 1.2 billion people that are being
hit by all three at the same time.

4.

Globalisation and democracy crises - accelerated global governance system transformations on the
horizon? COVID hit a world already struggling in so many ways. In the midst of slipping economic balancing
acts, now we have a war between two of the world’s biggest food, fertilizer and energy exporters. Doubts
had already been raised about a key theory of change guiding international relations and governance since
the post-World War 2 period that more trade integration and dialogue as the pathway to peace and
cooperation. Longstanding debates in the EU in this regard have been dampened by the war in Ukraine –
the benefits of being part of the EU collective have been reinforced amidst concerns about democracy of
EU systemsThere is a reckoning with Ostpolitik failures (The Guardian, 20 June 2022). Economists are
debating whether recent supply chain turmoil and geopolitical conflicts will result in a reversal or
reconfiguration of global production. WEF 2022 Global Risks Report captures many of related risks, and
gives a timeframe for when the probability of becoming critical over the next 2, 5 and 10 years is significant.
However, many organisations like and associated with the WEF have a stake in international systems of
governance and trade, and do not give weight to de-globalisation concerns. For example, Lombard Odier
talks about globalisation evolving. Other voices suggest we have been on a de-globalisation trend for years
(Witt, 2019).

5.

2022 Energy supply crisis and looming energy access competition, driven in part by an energy transition
which is accelerating following the Russia invasion of Ukraine. Existing models and experiences for energy
transitions are going to come under scrutiny in the coming years given climate and energy policy targets,
the coming energy supply crunches, and access issues that are likely to be critical points in near future
political decisions under current global dynamics. We will need to learn what is working and not working,
and be ready to defend the concept while improving implementation of sustainability transitions.
A. Europe and in China are two particularly interesting cases that illustrate this point.
i.

The EU energy transition. EU transition actions have been heralded as ahead of the curve.
However, this transition has gaps. The European policy of exiting coal and nuclear has been quick
in response to carbon emission targets and security concerns following the 2011 Fukushima
nuclear accident.. But investment in renewables has been slower. Russian natural gas was
supposed to the bridge of the transition, but now sanctions against Russia, as well as larger
realisations about the failures in the Russia-EU relationship, means this is no longer viable. In
addition to energy system disruption, Europe is also dealing with drought conditions affecting
water stocks in hydropower reservoirs in Switzerland. This climatic situation also affects the
remaining nuclear production too – In France, less than half of the nuclear reactors are active given
concerns about not having enough water for cooling in June 2022. Europe is facing a near term
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future of less energy available than demand in the winter of 2022. Energy executives at a Reuters
conference on 15 June urged shorter-term solutions such as efficiency and conservation during the
current fuel supply crunch and IPCC 6th Assessment discusses sobriety for the first time.
ii.

China’s energy transition. Sourcing natural gas from elsewhere would also place EU and China in
competition, given the latter’s switch to natural gas in many of its largest cities since 2017. This
action, among others, has indicated China is the other major leader in implementing an energy
transition. China has announced several major renewable energy projects and is set to become the
leader in renewable and clean energy by the end of the decade. The question is can this investment
keep up with growing energy demand? Coal-based energy production is the backup plan strategy
to meet supply shortfalls and this is threatening China’s transition commitments.

B. Financing realities for energy transitions. New energy futures are not guaranteed. IEA (2021): Even if
spending on clean energy is set to rise in 2021 by around 7%, financial flows have grown more rapidly
than actual capital expenditures. There is a shortage of high-quality clean energy projects. This is
compounded by inadequate channels to guide available funds in the right direction and a lack of
intermediaries capable of matching surplus capital with the sustainability needs of companies and
consumers. […] The USD 750 billion that is expected to be spent on clean energy technologies and
efficiency worldwide in 2021 remains far below what is required in climate-driven scenarios.

1.2. Sustainability politics dynamics
Some key trends emerging in local-to-global sustainability governance landscape perhaps include:
1.

Continued evolutions in ‘Environment’ and ‘Development’ framings – Environment and Development’
returns to ‘Environment or Development’? The argument that development without environmental
sustainability is not sustainable development (Figure 1) is promoted by: i) influential concepts like the Great
Acceleration (Anthropocene) (SRC and International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme), Planetary
Boundaries (SRC) and Doughnut Economy (Oxfam), coupled with ii) years of advocacy by biodiversity
conservation groups, natural capital and ecosystem services scientific developments; and iii) more palpable
effects of climate change, natural disasters, increasing concerns over the biocapacity for food production
etc. in the Global North. Given inequalities soaring under our current system, and also under many transition
scenarios, there is scepticism for the triple-bottom line wins promised by the ‘environment for
development’ and ‘environment and development’ paradigms (Chaigneau et al., 2022). There are trade-offs
to be made – and significant justice and equity dimensions to be contended with. Who is going to win from
sustainable development or sustainability transitions? Who is going to lose? Who will win and lose if we
don’t transition? What has what capacity to absorb which losses? Having a clear-eyed view of the answers
to these questions is going to be needed. How can we maintain a focus on the foundational function of
environmental sustainability while meeting social, basic needs may become more urgent under the current
set of global crises? Are we already swinging back towards ‘Environment for Development” type framings?
It certainly seems to be coming into focus for international environmental governance actors recently at
UNEA5.2) (Strengthening Actions for Nature to Achieve the Sustainable Development Goals), Stockholm50+
(prosperity for all), the UN Science-Policy-Business Forum on the environment (nature positive
transformations that deliver), among others.
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Figure 1 Ecological systems and fulfilling basic human needs through protecting human rights are both part of the foundations
for well being for all life

2.

Changing politics of local-to-global sustainability governance.
A. SDG weaknesses. The power of these goals are not legal – they are not an instituted convention. The
SDGS are providing a normative agenda-setting in the public square for sustainability, but “impact has
been largely discursive: and structural institutional impact “remains rare”. (Biermann et al., 2022).
B.

Just Transitions? From McKinsey, January 2022, under a net-zero attainment scenario: “we estimate
that global spending on physical assets in the transition would amount to about $275 trillion between
2021 and 2050, or about 7.5 percent of GDP annually on average.”[..:]” The transition could lead to a
reallocation of labour, with about 200 million direct and indirect jobs gained and 185 million lost by
2050—shifts that are notable less for their size than for their concentrated, uneven, and re-allocative
nature.” Environmental and social justice, just transitions, political ecological concern have long
featured in sustainability, but now they are gaining increasing dominance with growing intersectional
and intergenerational considerations. Transforming our World: the 2030 Agenda for sustainable
development 5 was produced over a 3-year process of consultation, summits and high-level political
forums to define the post-2015 development agenda and map a pathway to the 'Future We Want'. Yet,
the consultation input came largely from established, large groups defining the status quo of global
sustainability. This will not be sufficient next time round. The ‘who’ really matters when considering
distribution of risks, costs and benefits of the status quo and sustainability transitions. Significant
participation from private sector, Global North countries and citizens is critical not only to action and
evaluating impacts, but in asking who gets to decide what is sustainable, what is equitable, and what
are the priorities for action. The notion of what is development, and who needs to develop in which
ways is changing. Income-based as well as institution- and knowledge-based distinctions between
Global South and North are less clearly demarcated than before – both as Global South capacity catches
up and Global North societies face the impacts and consequences of the global crises they have mostly
created. The concept of ‘development’ is moving beyond an older notion of developing capacities to
get out of poverty traps to include the notion of repair and regeneration of natural systems, avoidance
of further damage and a reimagining of human-nature relationships under a footprint of 10 billion
people living well.
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Figure 2 Who pays for realising the Net Zero 2050 Scenario? McKinsey, January 2022

C.

Finance is the biggest issue for making transition and politics abound. Achieving net-zero on a global
scale is expected to cost around $125 trillion in climate investment. One of the biggest differences
between China and Europe’s implementation of transitions is the level financing. China increased its
overall energy transition investment by 60% from 2020 levels, further cementing its position as a global
leader with investment totally 266B USD. European countries invested 219B USD. (WEF, 15 Feb 2022).
i. Sources of finance for sustainability actions are no longer public alone and the politics in the
landscape are changing as a result. Twenty-nine donor governments have finalized $5.33 billion in
pledges to the Global Environment Facility for the next four years, an increase of more than 30%
from its last operating period. However, this surge is not anything approaching necessary levels.
While development assistance (OECD DAC) flows held steady, with the situation of national debt in
major donor countries ready to collide with rippling effects of COVID, and efforts required on
burgeoning inflation, housing, energy and food security concerns at home, less aid spending in the
Global South is expected in coming years (2021 giving was already below the UN target of 0.7%).
Where funding does flow, it is expected to increasingly occur with a strategic interest lens and in
context of established trends like regional forms of multilateralism, south-south cooperation, nonstate actor growth (e.g. Changing Landscape of Development Cooperation Amidst and Beyond
COVID-19 in Asia). Public sources of finance may yet pick up if we advance income redistribution, as
Thomas Piketty now believes is urgent to do so. However, the pushback and confusion around policy
effects of progressive taxation have dominated public discussion.
ii. Innovative development finance mechanisms are being piloted but are not ready to support scaled
efforts. These include i) green and social bonds, redirecting private sector flows through ii) ESG
developments, including targets, metrics and reporting measures; and iii) blended finance/impact
investment opportunities – but these are not performing as intended, nor scaling as quickly as will
be needed to finance an accelerated transition. The increased digitalization of the finance sector is
a trend to watch for the implications of getting money to where it needs to go – but it is not there
yet.

D. Brewing backlashes?. A mixture of desperation and scepticism when it comes to technical fixes to the
complex problems we face (2020-2022 articles: Knight Foundation, New Republic, Digital Rights Watch,
DataCeterDynamics, Earth.org, Stanford Social Innovation Review – a recent academic review
concludes “although strong forms of techno-optimism are not intellectually defensible, a modest,
agency-based version of techno-optimism may be defensible”. Questioning of centralized governance
systems in India, politics of the centre and right in Colombia and other Latin American countries; and
of the centre, and left in the US and many European countries, and coalitions in Australia and Israel all
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in the past two years. And with political action or lack thereof and a swell of decentralized actions by
citizens and other actors. Failing belief in ESG following one scandal after another, and another,
responsible business and related sustainability efforts, given many of these initiatives come from status
quo powerbrokers and interests. Fatigue with dire predictions and ‘every unprecedented thing being
blamed on climate change’ signals a new form of climate misinformation –about impacts and
consequences Frustration with top-down “solutions” and approaches, including international
diplomacy and Multilateral Environmental Agreements and related processes (Do we really need more
climate change COPs? Do we need the IPCC? ). It is how we get coordinated global action, except we
don’t get it. Some local and indigenous peoples’ reaction to regenerative agricultural strategies. Youth
movements and intergenerational injustice. Now with geopolitical fragmentation and some chasms
forming, then the move to decentralised systems there is a need emerging for innovation in governance
models.
3.

A growing pessimism about the concept of “sustainable development”? Sustainable development, is
considered an oxymoron by some in the biosciences and de-growth communities, and this is a refrain that
is spreading in some key stakeholder circles. Resources are finite, and the current economic models of
consumption and production only sustains itself through continuous growth is not realistic for 7bn people,
and even less for 10bn expected by 2100. It is on this basis that de-growth theory and movements argue
that sustainable development or green growth is not realistic for everybody and that privileged classes
around the world must question what it means to live well under paradigms and inclusiveness, equity and
justice. De-growth pleads for a more fulfilling life without the high levels of wasteful consumption observed
in industrialised countries today while being sensitive to historical justice factors and unequal distribution
of wealth. Decentralisation and reorganisation around local community is an important part of the pathway
proposed. Importantly, technology is more often considered as one innovation among others of social,
political and market innovation. Convincing practical answers to many critical questions have yet to be
developed, but it is clear that this idea is having an influence.

1.3. Research-to-action dynamics in local-to-global sustainability governance3
Improving relationships between science & research, policy and practice has been described as one of the critical
challenges for sustainable development by the UN, among others. Sustainability research aims to generate
relevant problem solving strategies in full context of the complexity and uncertainty of natural systems and
human and nonhuman values by 1) developing an understanding of the fundamental and complex interactions
between nature and society; 2) designing policy and practice actions that will guide these interactions along
sustainable trajectories; 3) and facilitate the social learning and innovation adoption for material and
widespread institutional change, regime shifts and new pathways (as per the definition of sustainability science).
While it seems intuitive that effective relationships between science, research and policy is a necessary part of
effective sustainability governance, empirical success has been varied. Why? The legitimacy and credibility of
traditional, western science and related authorities has been challenged in various ways over recent years.
However, there are also deeper questions and many differing views about whether the heavy emphasis that is
placed on evidence-based policy and action as a panacea. Further, some in the field are questioning if the very
processes we go through to improve or support decision-making. Can research processes and outputs empower
key actors to change practices, navigate uncertainties and envision a positive future in a rapidly changing
geopolitical and physical world? Leading research-to-action scholarship and practice is evolving in 5 key areas to
find the answer to this question:
1.

New practices of research-to-action are needed : good governance oriented, systems thinking, nexus
analysis and addressing of knowledge inequalities
A. Connecting to governance. Research-to-action processes are deliberately engaging with key barriers
or providing necessary spaces, tools, information for (adapting Bennet and Satterfield, 2018’s
framework) Adaptive governance; Anticipatory governance; Equitable governance; Responsive
governance; and Collaborative governance : characterized by the pooling of knowledge and resources
amongst a broadly inclusive set of actors with an interest in the problem at hand (e.g., citizen groups,
policy makers, natural resource or other industries, Indigenous groups) (Ansell & Gash, 2008).

3

See Annex with bibliography of research-to-action literature at the end of this document. This bibliography was used to produce the
thinking in this section and the majority of in-text citations eliminated for ease of reading.
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B.

Valuing multiple and varying perspectives in collaboratively defining challenges, goals, targets,
actions and evaluation of outcomes in context. The importance of who is involved and who is excluded
and why is becoming critical to research-to-action. This paper’s title gives a picture of a bubbling
discussion of sustainability politics in research-to-action: Making room and moving over: Knowledge
co-production, Indigenous knowledge sovereignty and the politics of global environmental change
decision-making. (Latulippe & Klenk, 2020).

A. Interlinked, accelerating crises and the need for integrated, synergistic action is showing the lack of
matching structures for problem solving and action. Different domains are interconnected and can
thus not be effectively resolved unless they are addressed intersectionally. Yet many legal and market
structures, agreed targets and functional lines in organisations still remain sectoral in their basic
outlook. This requires advanced analytical capabilities to enable governance and management risk
assessment and management under information overload, complex interactions at the scale of systems
and uncertainty. Moreover, we need to learn how to govern and manage equitably in nexus
interdependencies.
C.

New forms of research-to-action go well beyond diversity and inclusion box ticking, or older forms of
participatory research where inputs from non-scientific experts can be reduced to data, or light
consultations. Transdisciplinary science, crowdsourcing, citizen science, data and science
democratisation, Citizen Action Labs, Living Laboratories are all examples (overlapping to some degree)
of new research-to-action modes that build upon foundations of deliberative and participatory
research. These new modes are being facilitated by some interesting funding sources:
i.

Changing research pre-funding evaluation and post-implementation performance assessments to
prioritise research with policy / practice relevancy and a convincing pathway to impact built-in (e.g.
UK Science Council, EU Horizon 2020).

ii.

Specific calls within traditional research funding channels for collaborative, impact research (e.g.
EU Biodiversa call).

iii. Specific calls for collaborative action by intergovernmental, national governments and related
agencies, (e.g. Power of Voices Framework Subsidy, Netherlands, 2019)
iv. New basket funding arrangements targeting collaboration and impact (Belmont Forum)
v.

Science-motivated civil society organisations (e.g. Oxfam, WWF)

vi. Private Foundations supporting innovation in research-to-action (e.g. Oak Foundation)
vii. Private sector (e.g. Unilever Sustainable Living Lab 2013, Sustainable Food Lab
2.

Keeping up with knowledge and data politics, data democracy and digital transformation trends
A. Addressing power imbalances and inequalities in international knowledge and data production and
access. DIA (January 2022): Advances have been made in creating research capacity to address societal
issues in the Global South over the past 4 decades, but this progress has been put at risk by the various
global shocks are experiencing (COVID effects on health research – Reidpath et al., 2020). Mechanisms
“for financing joint projects between African and European or North American universities poses a
range of challenges. More often than not, these relationships are not a true partnerships of equals.
Instead, they build on and sustain material inequalities in terms of resource allocation, employment
stability and research benefits, as well as inequalities around authorship and voice.”
B.

Demand for real time, integrative, context-specific sustainability analyses and data visualizations
under localization trends. More traditional science actors are being outpaced by private enterprises in
many domains of big data, machine learning, collective intelligence. Some examples: Seeq – private
analytics firm, new certificate in Sustainability Analytics from Columbia University, New York; Big 4 and
boutique consultancy firms offering insights on advanced analytics for sustainability – Deloitte, Quantis,
TASAM BGC, ISS; Big data analysis in environmental monitoring and management and supply chain
management in fisheries management, fisheries production, agricultural supply chain
management…etc.

C.

Indicators debates. Where do we really stand on our environmental and social goals, especially given
scepticism for SDGs targets and indicators in some quarters, concerns about development gains being
wiped out [by COVID, geopolitical effects on food security from the war in Ukraine) and in new and
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emerging spaces for sustainability assessment and reporting in the private sector (e.g. ESG metrics
issues).
D. Open data standards are not just critical for securing research quality but also enhancing equitable
access to data and other research resources.
E.

Issues with vapourware, many software tools and related analysis go out of date quickly. This is an
emerging issue in sustainability analysis communities.

F.

Data and analysis services are increasingly provided and demanded by nontraditional actors.
Moreover, the lines between scientific and non-scientific experts are blurrier, and traditional
hierarchies of knowledge are weakening. The general evidence credibility challenge in parts of the
world (not in East and Southeast Asia) is also playing out in sustainability science. Changing data
providers: growing presence of private players (e.g. Dynamic Earth by Google is making waves in the
spatial analysis world currently).

3.

Engaging with the ’human factor’, and how this influences real outcomes for enriched decision making and
subsequent change in behaviour (as per behavioural economics, social psychology and policy sciences
literature). This is currently quite poorly understood and utilised in sustainability science research-to-action.
How scientific uncertainties are internalized and managed – or not – in various cultural and institutional
capacity? How do the world views, mental models, lived experiences and empathy affect both how
problems are framed and what evidence is deemed important, and what solutions are viable?

4.

Innovating new competencies in research-to-action to engage with politics, power and power dynamics.
Research-to-action processes must contend with “hierarchy, power play and institutional battle” in the
‘murky’ world of policy, and increasingly the worlds of financial markets, supply chains and other market
institutions which also struggle with transparency and accountability. More systematic understanding of
what research-to-action can do to intervene and address power dynamics for more just and equitable
processes and outcomes is needed.

5.

Legitimate and data-driven case-making for the why and how of research-to-action
A.

Consistent, effective research-to-action is genuine struggle for many, more traditional ‘science-policy’
organisations. The community of scholars, practitioners, commissioners, funders, programme
managers engaging in research-to-action are still not on the same page about the value-add. We are
missing empirical evidence to support more robust design principles and performance assessment.

B.

Responding to poor utility of much sustainability research for policy-makers or other target audiences
(Pannel et al., 2018).

C.

Dealing with the mismatch between policy integration (governance levels, institutions, people) and
science integration (disciplines, research themes, methods) agendas in different places in the world,
and at different levels.

D. Research-to-action matches the increasing appetite for decentralisation or bottom-up governance
mechanisms – there are opportunities unexplored here, but these are likely tempered by the very short
term funding models for many research-to-action activities.
E.

Research-to-action as an enabling factor for sustainability transitions is still poorly understood.
Previous evaluations have tried to explain difficulties and successes through the credibility-saliencelegitimacy framework (Cash et al., 2003). This is valid but incomplete for institutional innovation in
sustainability governance. Part of the problem is an older view of research influence still holds sway
and empirical testing is more prevalent in Europe and US.

1.4. Trends identified by IIED staff
A list of 10 tentative trends for IIED’s landscape were presented to participating IIED staff during peer discussion
sessions held from March-May2022, identified from preliminary work carried out by the External Review team.
All were perceived to be relevant, and the working descriptions were refined through the discussions. The final
11 trends are listed here, in a (very) approximate ranking order for their perceived importance in global
sustainability / sustainable development by IIED staff :
1.

Justice, equity and paradigms of regenerative and circular economies

2.

Practising decolonisation
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3.

Vertical and horizontal connections and scaling of impact in global sustainability governance, with
localisation in mind

4.

Global South research and development capacities: Working on funding flows, capability building,
research infrastructure, facilitating influence by Global South sustainability science

5.

Identity and power in sustainability politics

6.

Gender equity and inclusion as a pathway to sustainable, resilient societies

7.

Evolutions in data science, equity & politics, including trends towards data democratisation and
data-driven decision making that is fit for purpose in sustainability governance

8.

Youth / future generations - Bringing voices of the future into the present

9.

Maturing SDG politics, power relations on rights and responsibilities

10. Threats to democracy and closing civic space
11. Post-truth, relativism and the role of science

1.5. What do these dynamics imply?
After worrying about geopolitical instability and global environmental change for many decades, it has arrived.
While we can learn from history, we do not have language, let alone a roadmap, for what comes next. Never
before have our national and regional economies been so interconnected; nor have we experienced such intense
and successive shocks to globalisation. The increasing poverty and other social and political dynamics in
2020/2021 and yet to come in 2022 will reverberate for years to come. Many parts of society are now obliged
to move from a predict and control worldview, to sensing and responding our way towards new system
structures and guiding paradigms in amidst a series of potential shifts underway:
•

Shift 1: From globalisation is here to stay to de-globalisation and fragmentation

•

Shift 2: From pre- to post-2015 notions of ‘Development’

•

Shift 3: From ‘Environment and Development’ to ‘Environment or Development’

•

Shift 4: From global to decentralised centres of power in sustainability governance

•

Shift 5: From talking about, to implementing sustainability transitions

•

Shift 6: From traditional, conventional to innovative, unconventional sources of finance

•

Shift 7: From pilots and transitions to ‘crossing the chasm’ for scaling and transformations

•

Shift 8: From within-boundary to multiple boundary-spanning research-to-action engagement

•

Shift 9: From linear and discipline-focussed sustainability analysis to systems and nexus thinking

•

Shift 10. From traditional research-to-action practices to non-linear science influence in sustainability
transitions and transformations

Giving hope and leading societies towards effective collective action in the Global North and South towards in
the context of current global geopolitical trends. A just transition to low-carbon and regenerative economies is
going to require increased recognition of how modern human society is reliant on the Earth’s ecological systems
and a renegotiation of already unequal rights between different global regions, income classes, societal groups,
generations, human and nonhuman species. Infiltrating the mainstream and getting us past the ‘pilot stage’ of
sustainable development by evidencing ambitious actions, brokering partnerships, and channelling financial
flows towards structural change for and institutionalisation of new practices is the most critical focus. This is a
form of 'crossing the chasm', a notion from innovation diffusion studies and strategy, which may prove to be a
useful model to assist futures IIED strategy reflections (see Fig. 3 below). Crossing the chasm will necessarily
include navigating increasingly multi-polar, multi-actor and tense local-national-global politics of sustainable
development, including engaging with new narratives of what it means to develop both in the Global North and
South. Intentional research-to-action interventions designed for sustainability governance outcomes have an
important role to play as spaces where institution-altering solution-finding and social learning can take place.
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Figure 3 Applying the innovation diffusion thinking to mainstreaming of sustainability practices at scale
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Section 2: IIED’s value proposition in landscape dynamics
Many governance models do not support the imaginative effort required to create inspirational and equitable futures for
all in navigating the above dynamics. The same systems of economic development and governance that brought us the
climate and other crises have persisted because the same narrow group of power-brokers are making choices for all.
However, current conditions seem to be speeding up the timeframe for transformation in institutional structures around
the world.
Sustainability agendas are part of disrupting existing regimes- bringing niche innovations into the mainstream – and are
supposed to be opening up new pathways and futures. However, governance of sustainability actions is currently being
decided through a uncoordinated combination of 1) local, national and regional policy, 2) global financing mechanisms,
national government budget allocations some private financing and 3) the structure of global supply chains and markets,
and private consumption. These mechanisms exclude many voices and fail to respond to the urgent issues we are facing
in many cases. Inclusive, integrated and truly anticipatory planning and action at local levels, and from local to global
levels, is a rarity in practice. Some powerful actors resist acknowledging for change in this direction. Or actions are all too
often viewed through current balances of power which favour ’tried and tested’ solutions that are not delivering.
Sometimes, the biggest decisions are taken outside of public view.
More effective research-to-action activities have been clearly identified as part of the solution to this challenge (ISC,
2020). And many institutions are racing to answer this call, creating a competitive research to action environment. Since
the 1980s the number of university-based boundary organisations has risen, including industry-linked institutes and
funding programmes in Australia (Sebastian et al., 2022), Europe (Cvitanovic et al., 2018), US (Bednarek et al., 2018); and
in thematic spaces like biodiversity conservation and development (Sarkki et al., 2013; Honeck et al. 2021), urban
sustainability (Acuto et al., 2018). 11,175 think tanks are catalogued in TTCSP’s Global Think Tank Database (TTCSP, 2020)
from across all global regions, with 99 institutions featuring on TTCSP’s listing of environmental thinktanks (T 18: 161).

2.1. Core elements of IIED’s value proposition
What matters to competing in this space? Diverse financing, longevity, understanding and communicating the value-add.
From IIED staff peer discussions and partner feedback, the following five assumptions are being used to explain IIED’s
current value proposition in sustainability governance:
1.

Influence due to a well-established brand, a long track record, new ‘clever’ thinking, an ability to see issues on the
ground and how they scale across the multi-level governance system for sustainable development

2.

Ability to work across levels, from local to global, with partners in a collaborative research-to-action processes that
while are not systematically designed, perform well in terms of producing conceptual influence and increasing
partner influence.

3.

Complementary skills to local partners, and willingness to work with research as a means to the end of institutional
or social change not bound by academic performance criteria.

4.

Fundraising (according to partners; internally, this is viewed as theme/group dependent).

5.

IIED is clearly in the space of applied sustainability science and so it compares favourably to academic institutions for
some.

From IIED staff peer discussions and partner feedback, the following five issues are posed as a major threat to IIED’s
current value proposition in sustainability governance :
1.

Distribution and sharing of expertise and experiences within IIED, with poor codification of collaboration models that
all understand and share

2.

Accountabilities within the research groups

3.

University faculty/department mentality, with an emphasis on individual researchers’ agendas

4.

The need to do many projects in order to stay afloat

5.

Some reflect on the thematic structure of the research groups as being problematic for collaborative or nexus
research-to-action processes – not all agree with this.

2.2. Selecting some comparison organisations operating in the same shifting landscape
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Good comparison organisations for IIED who also operate with research-to-action practises in action arenas for local-toglobal sustainability governance will have the following characteristics
●

Europe-based organisations in the environment-development nexus working at local and global levels

●

Social science dominant, or at least strongly mixed methods

●

Research-to-action as an explicit part of the mission or of ways of working

●

Autonomous and independent, or quasi-independent think-tanks (as per 2020 Global Go to Think Tank Index
report definitions:14) who deliver services to similar audience targets

Which organisations are included in the comparison?
1. CGIAR (formerly the Consultative Group for International Agricultural Research).
2.

Chatham House (United Kingdom)

3.

E3G (UK)

4.

Forum for the Future (UK, US, India, Singapore)

5.

Global resilience partnership (GRP) at the Stockholm resilience centre (SRC) (Sweden)

6.

Institute du développement durable et relations internationales (IDDRI) (France)

7.

Institute of Development Studies (IDS) (hosted at the University of Sussex but independent from this institution
both financially and in its governance structures).

8.

International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) (Austria)

9.

International Institute for Sustainable Development (IISD) (Switzerland, Canada)

10. Öko-Institut (Germany)
11. Overseas Development Institute (ODI)
12. Stockholm Environment Institute (SEI) (Stockholm, with regional centres)
Which organisations are excluded and why?
● Institutes, think tanks which are primarily nationally-focussed or based completely outside Europe (e.g. Earth
Institute and World Resources Institute (US), Institute for Global Environmental Strategies (Japan).
●

Centre for Science and Earth, The Energy and Resources Institute (TERI) because they are primarily focused on
having influence at national-level in India.

●

Future Earth, strong on encouraging cutting edge developments in collaborative and transdisciplinary research,
they are a research network and not a dedicated organisation.

●

IUCN, because it is an intergovernmental – business – civil society partnership/network

●

Oxfam, WWF, Hivos: because they do not place knowledge production at the heart of their organisational
theories of change.

●

Think2030, because it is Europe-focussed and a network. SEI and IISD are members.

●

UNEP, UNDP, because intergovernmental bodies operate from a different position of power and influence.
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2.3. Summary observations about the 12 comparison organisations
Table 1 below is a rapid comparison of IIED to other similar organisations in research-to-action in the sustainability field. This is a light analysis, depending on information
found on the organisations’ websites.
Table 1 Comparison organisations summary table

Organisation

Positioning

Strategy highlights: What do they do to ‘make
change happen’?

Financing structure

Primary
locations

Longevity

CGIAR

CGIAR has a wealth of experience and
knowledge spanning 50 years that builds on
a track-record of innovation and world class
research. Thanks to our funders, CGIAR
research has transformed the lives of
hundreds of millions of people through
tangible research outcomes.

> Research/Science and Innovation

Has an annual research portfolio of
just over US$900 million with more
than 9,000 staff working in 89
countries around the world.

LAC
CWANA

50 years

To deliver science and innovation that advance the
transformation of food, land, and water systems in
a climate crisis.
Other key elements: >Integration / cross-cutting
action areas / systems approach> partnership
driven > systems research > towards the SDGs,
transformations.

Trust Fund
basket funding structure w/3
channels.

We are an independent policy institute and
a trusted forum for debate and dialogue.
Our research and ideas help people
understand our changing world.

Chatham House helps people, societies and
governments understand and adapt to seismic
change.
We provided thought leadership on key issues that
defined the 20th century[….] Our research
influenced China’s establishment of low-carbon
economic zones. And the Chatham House Rule has
helped foster open dialogue and ideas-sharing.
We carry out independent and rigorous analysis
through the lens of our second century goals.
Our researchers develop positive solutions to global
challenges, working with governments, charities,
businesses and society to build a better future

ESA
SA
SEA
Research
centres in US,
France, Italy

Partnership / network structure uniting 16 CGIAR
non-profit research centres into One CGIAR.
Chatham
House

WCA

Chatham House is a registered
charity in England and Wales (charity
number 208223) and a non-profit
organization. The institute has been
granted foreign 501(c)3 equivalency
status with the United States Internal
Revenue Service.
Chatham House benefits from a wide
range of philanthropic, researchrelated and membership support.
This diversity of global support is
critical to the independence of the
institute.

UK, London –
though their
events,
discussions are
strongly
communicated
through global
regional lens.

100 years.

Highly rated by Transparify.
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Organisation

Positioning

Strategy highlights: What do they do to ‘make
change happen’?

Financing structure

Primary
locations

Longevity

At E3G, we are grateful to our
funders for allowing us to conduct
our ground breaking work. They
range from philanthropic
foundations to governments and
NGOs.

Brussels,
Berlin, London
and
Washington,
DC

Founded in
2004 – 18
years

offices in
London, New
York,
Singapore and
Mumbai

For over 25
years,
we've been
working in
partnership

The simulation centre offers immersive experiences
in scenario planning and simulation exercises, to
help participants build greater resilience and
preparedness in an uncertain and interdependent
global environment.
E3G -

We are world leading strategists on the
political economy of climate change,
dedicated to achieving a safe climate for all.
As an independent think tank our aim is to
steer the global transformation we need at
the pace our planet requires.
E3G stands for Third Generation
Environmentalism: The first generation of
environmentalists focused on the
conservation of species and habitats. The
second generation widened the scope to
include pollution and natural resources. The
third generation of environmentalists is
building on this success, working on
solutions rather than problems. As third
generation environmentalists, we are
turning arguments into answers.

Forum for the
Future

Coalitions, strategy, insights.
At E3G we are changing the world one conversation
at a time.
We work on the frontier of the climate landscape
tackling the barriers and advancing the solutions to
a safe climate.
Our goal is to translate climate politics, economics
and policies into action.

-

Many partners and funders
of IIED mentioned

Our work is global in outlook. Political economy and
governance underpin our efforts across six
interconnected areas. The scope of our work is
unified in its ability to leverage the biggest
impacts.
Thematics:
•

Political Economy and Governance

•

Fossil Fuel Transition

•

Clean Economy

•

Sustainable Finance

•

Geopolitics, Diplomacy and Security

•

Risk and Resilience

Forum for the Future is a leading
international sustainability non-profit.

We specialise in addressing critical global challenges
by catalysing change in key systems.

The forum applies two core approaches:
system change and futures.

We do this by convening transformational
collaborations to drive change, by partnering with
organisations to help them lead by example, and by

Forum for the Future is a registered
charity (Charity No. 1040519), and
our trustees are legally responsible
for all of our activities. Like many
other charities, we are also
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Organisation

Positioning

Strategy highlights: What do they do to ‘make
change happen’?

Financing structure

We are a leading global sustainability nonprofit with more than 20 years’ experience
in delivering systems change.

building a global community of trailblazers and
change makers.

incorporated as a registered limited
company

We are able to effectively leverage funding
from the private sector to match any
contributions, helping to multiply the effect
of your donation/support
We work with a wide range of partners,
including trusts and foundations, to deliver
long-term, sustainable solutions that
address key global challenges.
We are sustainability pioneers.
We are experts in systems change and in
using futures tools to create shared visions
of a more sustainable world.
GRP- / SRC

The Global Resilience Partnership (GRP) is an
inclusive and diverse Partnership of
organisations joining forces towards a world
where vulnerable people and places are able
to thrive in the face of shocks, uncertainty
and change

Primary
locations

Longevity
with
business,
governmen
ts and civil
society to
accelerate
the shift
toward a
sustainable
future.

We create impact by convening innovative
collaborations to drive change, by partnering with
organisations to help them lead by example, and by
building a global community of pioneers and change
makers.
Together we can reinvent the way the world works.
What we do:
●

Creating ambitious change strategies

●

Convening systemtic collaborations

●

Equipping people to drive change

The Global Resilience Partnership advances
resilience through identifying and scaling on the
ground innovation, generating and sharing
knowledge, and shaping policy. Resilience
underpins sustainable development in an
increasingly unpredictable world. We envisage an
inclusive world in harmony with nature, that is
better prepared to cope with shocks, adapt to
change, and transform – all within planetary
boundaries.

GRP is funded by USAID,
Irish AID,
GEF, Sida, FCDO, and the Canadian
government and is hosted by the
Stockholm Resilience Centre.

Light structure,
moving
sectretariat
hosted by SRC
and other
organisations .

Set up in
2014, 8
years

Paris, France
with

2006? –
first Annual
report is

Funding structure is unclear

>What changes the world? >> Alliances
GRP is made up of 60+ organisations that have
joined forces to work together towards this vision.
IDDRI

IDDRI, a think tank to facilitate the transition
towards sustainable development.

Governance is therefore the way in which
sustainable development is built. DDRI's goal is to
describe the transformations of the sustainable

IDDRI's funding comes from longterm programmes (IDGM, IDGM+),
companies, French ministries and
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Organisation

Positioning

Strategy highlights: What do they do to ‘make
change happen’?

Financing structure

Primary
locations

Longevity

IDDRI is an independent policy research
institute and a multi-stakeholder dialogue
platform that identifies the conditions and
proposes tools to put sustainable
development at the heart of international
relations and public and private policies

development in its institutional and noninstitutional components, and to organise the
debate on its achievements with respect to the
overall Agenda 2030 objectives.

public bodies, the European
Commission, and international
organisations and foundations

national and
international
research
partners and
influence
networks that
are largely
European or
International
Organisations

issued in
2007 on
their
website.

UK

56 years -

IDDRI is a foundation of public interest. Its
programmes are determined by transparent
decision-making processes subject to
collective deliberation by IDDRI’s
governance bodies

IDDRI's research and influence capacities are
centred on alliances and networks of expertise in
many countries in Europe and internationally.
IDDRI has a multidisciplinary international team of
around 40 people, the majority of whom are
researchers.

IDDRI is labelled "Think tank and
transparent" by the European
Observatory of Think Tanks. It is
second in the France 2017 ranking.

16 years?

Programmes: Climate, Biodiversity and ecosystems,
Oceans, Sustainable Development governance
Initiatives :

IDS

Our interdisciplinary research explores how
pathways to sustainability, green
transformations and equitable access to
resources such as land, water and food can
be achieved and help us meet the
environmental as well as human
development-related goals of the UN
Agenda 2030 for Sustainable Development.
We are also ranked as the number one
international development policy think-tank

•

Deep Decarbonization Pathways

•

Renewing European food, agricultural and
rural policies

•

Post-2020 International Biodiversity
Governance

•

Strengthening regional oceans governance

•

Lifestyles in transition

Delivering world-class research, learning and
teaching that transforms the knowledge, action and
leadership needed for more equitable and
sustainable development globally.

We are an independent charity and
receive no core funding, relying on
donations and on funding from
project grants.

IDS was
founded in
1966 as a
'special
institution',
Britain's
first
national
institute of

We transform knowledge, action, and leadership to
build more equitable and sustainable societies
where everyone can live their lives free of poverty
and injustice.
Research clusters:
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Organisation

Positioning
by the 2020 Global Go To Think Tank Index
Report.

Strategy highlights: What do they do to ‘make
change happen’?
•

Cities

•

Governance

•

Health and Nutrition

•

Knowledge-impact-policy

•

Digital and technology

•

Business, markets, and the state,

•

Participation, inclusion, and Social change

•

Power and Popular Politics

•

Resource politics and environmental
change

•

Rural futures

Financing structure

Primary
locations

Longevity
developme
nt studies.

The evolving network of IDS International Initiatives
includes Brazil, China, Europe, Ghana, Pakistan.
… moving beyond OECD country perspectives to
include knowledge from multiple, diverse
geographies to inform policy decision making and
the generation of actionable solutions.
IIASA

The International Institute for Applied
Systems Analysis (IIASA) is an international
research institute that advances systems
analysis and applies its research methods to
identify policy solutions to reduce human
footprints, enhance the resilience of natural
and socioeconomic systems, and help
achieve the Sustainable Development Goals.
IIASA is the primary science institute for
solving world-wide problems in the areas of
climate, environment and natural resources,
energy, risk and resilience, population.

The results of IIASA research and the expertise of its
researchers are made available to policymakers in
countries around the world to help them produce
effective, science-based policies that will enable
them to face these challenges.
IIASA research is focused on transformational
changes towards sustainable social-economicenvironmental systems. Research shows that
transformations for sustainability are effected
through drivers and pressures including profound
reforms in institutions and governance, shifting
mental maps and societal norms, changing patterns
of human behavior, strong data innovations and

In 2020, IIASA’s total income was
€22.4million of which 50% was from
research funding agencies in member
countries in Africa, the Americas,
Asia, and Europe. The other 50%
comes from contracts, grants, and
donations from governments,
international organizations,
academia, businesses, and
individuals. These diverse sources of
income enable IIASA to perform
research that is truly independent.

Austria

50 years IIASA was
established
in 1972
during the
Cold War
to build
scientific
bridges
between
East and
West

In 2021, 434 researchers from 53
countries were affiliated with IIASA.
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Organisation

Positioning

Strategy highlights: What do they do to ‘make
change happen’?

Financing structure

systems analytic capabilities, as well as raising and
mobilizing widespread societal awareness.

Of the 434, 71% came from Member
Organization countries.

Primary
locations

Longevity

Canada,
Geneva

Founded in
1990 – 32
years

London, UK

Founded
1960 – 62
years

Research is conducted by six programs whose
expertise encompasses the following principles:
systemic, policy relevant, state-of-the-art, inclusive,
participative, collaborative, and open.
IISD

The International Institute for Sustainable
Development (IISD) is an award-winning
independent think tank working to fulfil a
bold commitment: to create a world where
people and the planet thrive.

Our research and policy work focuses on areas we
deem ripe for transformation, where shifts in policy
have the potential to change the game and where
we have a proven record of making significant
gains.
5 focus areas: Climate; Resources; Economiesl; Act
Together, and Engage -> the last two are less
significant in their activities and reporting it seems.

IISD has always dedicated itself to "providing
the knowledge to act." We still do this, and
we do it exceptionally well—our experts
have clear, actionable solutions to the
world’s most pressing challenges. But more
than ever before, IISD is focused on impact.
We can’t afford not to be.

ODI

A leading global affairs think tank
We are a free thinking, inclusive and trusted
think tank with a global footprint.
Very topical, but maintains a focus on
overarching global challenges and priorities
•

Shaping the future of global
cooperation

There are a series of initiatives also that respond to
particular opportunities or needs.
Independent advice backed by evidence +
communication – IISD keeps the global
sustainability community informed and up to date
on what’s happening in global sustainability
governance through the Environmental News
Bulletin.

We inspire people to act on injustice and inequality.
We focus on research, convening and influencing,
to generate ideas that matter for people and
planet.
We lead thinking and agendas to deliver
transformational change and bring about a global
sense of resilient, just and equitable prosperity.

IISD is a registered Canadian charity,
highly rated by Transparify.
IISD receives funding from a variety
of public and private sources to
finance specific projects relating to
its strategic objectives
It asks openly for donations from the
public on its website.
The Government of Canada and
other governments make up close to
half of their funding. UN,
International orgs, Foundations and
Private sector constitute the other
half.
IISD’s staff of more than 120 people,
plus over 150 associates and
consultants.
more than 220 staff, including
researchers, communicators and
specialist support staff.
ODI operates through two separate
legal entities, ODI and ODI Sales
Limited.
As a registered charity, ODI is
supported by grants and donations
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Organisation

Positioning

Strategy highlights: What do they do to ‘make
change happen’?

•

Öko-Institut

Tackling the climate, environment
and biodiversity crisis
• Fostering a more equitable and
sustainable global economic order
• Advancing human rights,
addressing conflict and promoting
peace
• Digitalisation
Independent, visionary, international
The Oeko-Institut is one of Europe’s leading
independent research and consultancy
organisations working for a sustainable
future
In the Institute’s five divisions – Energy &
Climate, Nuclear Engineering & Facility
Safety, Sustainable Products & Material
Flows, Resources & Transport, and
Environmental Law & Governance – we are
committed to enabling the sustainable
transformation of our society

SEI

Stockholm Environment Institute:
bridging science and policy.
We are an international non-profit research
and policy organization that tackles
environment and development challenges.
A research institute devoted to providing
knowledge and capacity to deal with the
environmental dimensions of human
development and well-being sprang

We deliver high-quality, internationally recognised
research that informs policy design and convenes
leadership across the global challenges identified.

We use our ideas, our scientific expertise and our
consulting skills to initiate the necessary changes in
politics and society and to shape them in a solutionoriented manner. We are convinced that such
change processes must be democratic and socially
just - also internationally.
>Strong emphasis on transdisciplinary research
leadership: Networked research geared to
sustainable development – Transdisciplinary
research which acts as a motor for sustainable
innovations in our society.

Financing structure

Longevity

Germany

Established
1977 – 45
years

SEI has seven
centres in the
UK, the US,
Thailand,
Kenya, Estonia
and Colombia.
Our
headquarters is
in Sweden.

33 years,
though
claims
roots in UN
Conference
on the
Human
Environme
nt, 1972

from foundations, non-governmental
organisations, the private sector,
governments, multilateral agencies
and academia. The full list of funders
can also be found on our funding
page.

Oeko-Institut processes more than
300 projects funded by third parties
every year. Among our most
important clients are ministries,
public institutions, companies, the
European Union and nongovernmental organizations. In many
projects the institute cooperates
with partners in Germany and
abroad.
Research and consultancy funding
model.

Our work supports the integration of Agenda 2030
and the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) into
policy and action.

SEI is a foundation registered under
Swedish law with offices in seven
countries.

We connect science and decision-making to develop
solutions for a sustainable future for all.

The Sida is our largest single donor,
but we also receive broad support
from other development agencies,
governments, NGOs, universities,
businesses and financial institutions.

Our work spans climate, water, air and land-use
issues, governance, the economy, gender and
health. Stakeholder involvement is at the heart of
our efforts to build capacity, strengthen institutions
and equip partners for long-term change.

Primary
locations

Other top funders
1. Swedish Ministry of the
Environment via Formas
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Positioning

Strategy highlights: What do they do to ‘make
change happen’?

Financing structure
2.

3.
4.

Primary
locations

Longevity

NICFI at the Norwegian
Ministry of Climate and
Environment
Swedish Research Council
Formas
Swedish Foundation for
Strategic Environmental
Research (Mistra)
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Section 3: IIED relative strengths and weaknesses
This section offers a brief comment on IIED’s relative strengths and weakness following the above familiarisation
exercise with comparable organisations, IIED staff reflections in peer discussions, external review staff survey
and partners survey returns to the external review team. It is intended as ‘food for thought’ to the preparation
of the final report where it will be considered among other data sources produced and analysed by other
members of the external review team.
Shift 1: Towards
deglobalisation and
fragmentation

IIED’s signature strength on vertical and horizontal connections in global sustainability
governance as low effort (Peer discussions). Partnership track record (peer discussions +
partners survey). While it is unclear of how large a shift this will be, IIED is ready for a more
decentralised world in many ways.

Shift 2: From pre- to
post-2015 notions of
‘Development’

IIED has a large footprint in the Global South, but as organisation that is based in the UK
and now also with an office in Europe, it is also well positioned in the Global North. This
also gives it a particular strength with regard to the coming shifts in the framing of
‘development’. It relates very well and with great empathy to the perspective of the Global
South, but it is located and rooted in the Global North – mostly part of the privileged classes
for whom the questions of 21 degrowth and fact-values gaps are going to be a challenge.
Thus it can do ‘two-eyed seeing’ – a unique benefit under these circumstances. Some of its
organisational peers are also strongly connected to the Global South but IIED appears to
have a uniquely strong respect for its partners.

Shift 3: From
‘Environment and
Development’ to
Environment or
Development?

Positioning on poverty and marginalisation means that IIED can add value in the balancing
act of environment and development so necessary to navigating this shift. Justice, equity
and getting to paradigms of regenerative and circular economies : Rated as likely to be
strongly influential in the post-2030 agenda and, of course, linked to many other issues on
the board including decolonisation, global south research and development capacities.
Justice and equity are underpinning, core values for IIED – and recognised by others for this
also. So, the Institute is in a strong position from which to engage further on this theme.
IIED has a foundation of thinking on alternative economic structures and developmentenvironment trade-offs across its various groups, and has done some recent cross-group
explorations thanks to support from the MacArthur Foundation in the past year. IIED staff
did reflect on a missing capacity in economics – or perhaps an unevenly shared capacity
across the groups. There is more work to be done on mainstreaming gender into
programme and project design and understanding the return on investment of applying a
gender lens. It is not consistently seen as a pathway to securing impact in IIED and is more
often engaged with in response to donor requests – or neglected because it is perceived as
unimportant for donors. However, this topic is core to the work of newer and younger staff,
where it is part of their part of their mindset and observed as an enabling condition for
sustainability progress. It is an area of potential growth for the organisation as a result.

Shift 4: From global
to decentralised
centres of power in
sustainability
governance

Local level research-to-action dynamics are absolutely critical to sustainability action since,
ultimately, all politics is local. Social cohesion crises, climatic system change, biocapacity
and geopolitical disruptions are mounting and intertwining, but such global trends will be
translated into local manifestations and mediated through local politics. In every nation, a
majority of environmental and social challenges and responses are driven by local
conditions, local agency, local people making local decisions that have local impacts. Action
on sustainability ultimately has to be localised, connected to contextual history, cultures
and social, political and economic institutions and dynamics. IIED has deep experience in
working with decentralised and localised governance systems while still working towards
the benefits of global scale learning, coordination and cooperation. It also sees
engagement with power as part of the daily work, and have some successful examples
already inside the organisation.
Practising decolonisation is recognised as one of the single most important issues that will
shape IIED’s work in the coming months and years ahead because the wider environmentdevelopment sector has reached a political moment and a time of change on this issue,
where IIED should be able to do more. IIED is quite well set up to engage on this topic
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because of the work done on partnerships, however many staff recognised there is still a
long way to fully embed the necessary practices, both externally and internally.
Shift 5: From talking
about, to
implementing
sustainability
transitions

Climate change impacts, pandemics, social and environmental injustices, all rooted in
global environmental change; all linked to the interactions of humans and nature. The
‘how’ of sustainability is IIED’s core business at a time when this is being seen as strategic
by some powerful non or new-sustainability actors. IIED should not be considered an
implementer in sustainability necessarily. Its skills are complementary to that of its
partners, and it is willing and very capable in work with research as a means to the end of
institutional or social change without being bound by academic performance criteria.

Shift 6: From
traditional,
conventional to
innovative,
unconventional
sources of finance

IIED, according to its staff, does not seem ready to navigate this shift yet. It currently is
struggling to focus on really critical focus areas of work and research staff are continuously
seeking project funding. However, the recent investments in the development team mean
an enthusiastic and experienced team are on board. More effective collaboration and jump
starting more regular and active exchanges in the wake of COVID impacts on work patterns
seem in order.
Supporting Global South research and development funding, infrastructure and influence
is a topic that IIED is very well positioned to address though it perhaps is not doing enough
on it today and engaging further would mean contending with complex historical and social
factors that shape this realm: elitism, knowledge hierarchies, prestige factors, western
education models and institutions influence, funding flows. Any work to support the
influence of Global South research (opposite to extractive research models) would go hand
in hand with work on practicing decolonisation. This is less a thematic interest and more a
central to a way IIED works across all activities. Increasingly, research / research-to-policy
funding is anticipated to flow to IIED’s local research partners and IIED can hope to become
their partner of choice/service providers to them – even if this is insufficient funding in the
near to medium term.

Shift 7: From pilots
and transitions to
‘crossing the chasm’
for scaling and
transformations

Vertical and horizontal connections and scaling of impact in global sustainability
governance, with localisation in mind is something that IIED knows. It is the main strength
of IIED to the eyes of IIED staff and some partners. However, the role here for IIED could
be further shifted towards supporting Global South partners to scale efforts in their own
contexts (IIED as conveners, collaborators); IIED would then focus on Global-scale
(including Global North activities) networking, becoming more visible and communicating
better, and critically, making connections across place-based explorations. As one example:
one IIED staff member shared how they have observed two groups at IIED currently
working on very similar issues of energy poverty, access and transitions to renewable
energy – one in urban areas and the other in rural. Having a linking dialogue on experiences
and learning within IIED and with the partners could benefit everyone. Clever identification
and good investigation of thorny problems that are observed and felt at ground level is an
IIED strength. Their connection to the ground allows them to “see” the issues that are, or
will become, really important in the global environment-development dynamics in time.
What could be interesting would be to analyse across their deep place-based work in many
locations in the world to more quickly identify common, repeating emerging issues, agency
gaps, structural barriers to change – and what has worked in pathway finding – to say
something about about the new horizons in sustainability? What seems old news to IIED
could be really new news to other organisations. What they observe to be key and common
thorny issues that impede or accelerate sustainability action in many places could be
elevated beyond the place-based scale. The end result would be IIED advancing the global
conversation on structural problems to systems change for resilience and sustainability
outcomes, with strong roots in ground-level experiences (IIED example that seems to be
already doing this: work debt swaps for nature). This speaks to the necessity and value of
collaboration across groups in IIED to identify core problems.

Shift 8: From withinboundary to
multiple boundaryspanning research-

Internally, a culture of challenging each other at IIED was deliberately embedded in the
organisation through the creation of separate research group structures. The intention was
to help the organisation and staff grow intellectually, and avoid falling into complacency
and innovate new approaches to complex sustainability challenges by all staff being able
to explore, question and challenge the work of any other group. It is supposed to be
balanced out by values and principles like fairness, respect, collaboration, equity, inclusion
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to-action
engagement

– but some imbalances may have crept in because of hierarchies – of expertise, of
experiences, of seniority.
Externally, the changing landscape in research effectiveness and impact in the UK which
favours IIED’s model of research-to-action. However, it is important to recognise the
difficulty in claiming impact in the boundary space between research, policy and practice
in sustainability. It is a real space but also a fuzzy one when we try to explain how the
enabling conditions for institutional innovation and transformation are affected and
impacted by research processes, the relationships and influence built around research
activities, and research outputs and their communication, sharing.

Shift 9: From linear
and disciplinefocussed
sustainability
analysis to systems
and nexus thinking

From the outside, and only with the light touch analysis, it appears that IIED may not be as
strong as other peer organisations in systems or nexus analysis approaches, methods and
initiatives (e.g. CGIAR, SEI, IIASA). This is an area worth evaluating more deeply than is
possible here.

Shift 10. From
traditional researchto-action practices
to non-linear science
influencing
sustainability
transitions and
transformations

Organisations who succeed in engaging with these trends will likely be ready with its own
credible understanding and competencies. Some preliminary thinking about these are laid
out in Table 3 below for IIED’s own internal reflections. IIED is extraordinarily well
positioned for innovation in research methods and approaches for in local communities in
some research groups (according to the relatively limited knowledge gained from the peer
discussions). A stronger understanding of what is influence and what it means to create
and have influence in the world based on knowledge production processes is needed at
IIED. Transdisciplinary knowledge production, cocreation and synthesis in formal and
informal spaces – for institutional change/innovation. What is quality research in this area
now? When does individual research performance deliver; when do more mission-driven,
collective research deliver?
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Table 3. What are the competencies of an effective research-to-action organisation engaging with local-to-global sustainability governance?
Research-to-action trends

Organisational competence

How these might be evaluated

1. Practises of research-toaction intervention design to
engage with new desired
governance
modes
are
needed

>Proven ability to engage sensitively and productively with
identity and values in sustainability science production for
sustainability governance.

>>Existence of mandates, budgets, codes of conduct, training, staff manuals,
publications documenting the following characteristics that discern boundary spanning
and transdisciplinary practices from other approaches (distilled from Lang et al. 2012,
Brandt et al. 2013, Brown 2015, Polk 2015, Brennan and Rondón-Sulbarán 2019, Nagy
et al. 2020, Schäfer et al. 2020):

>Clear organisational approach to research-to-action design
connected to governance outcomes.
>Monitoring, evaluation and learning systems to develop,
reinforce organisational resources and procedures.
> Operates with flexibility and in a timely fashion under tight
decision making cycles outside the research world, and over the
longer periods for social change.
> Strong partnerships, partnership policies / codes, including
commitments to transparency and accountability.

>Aiming to address socially-relevant problems in place-based and practice situations,
situating the work in political, historical, social, economic and ecological context with
context analyses (political economy, stakeholder mapping and analysis, power analysis)
informing theories of change/action.
>Harnessing collective intelligence and enhance deliberative processes in issue analysis,
solution-finding and agenda setting; citizen self-efficacy, network effects towards
collective action, including often unheard voices in identifying risks, problems and
effective individual and collective actions.
>Explicit multiple functions and multiple accountabilities to public, research, policy,
private sector and/or practice communities and with intended research, policy, and
social change outcomes deliberately designed into the process.
>Processes have defined phases that allow for iteration and nonlinear progress that
fosters genuine collaboration/partnership between researchers and non-scientific
experts, with equal respect for all domains of knowledge and experience facilitated by
explicit forms of co-creation, co-production or co-design, co-decision and co-evaluation,
with an acknowledged motivation of mutual learning.
> Evidence of transparency and accountability.
>Processes, explicit mandates, funding that allows for flexibility, agility in an acceptance
of uncertainty and complexity.

2. Keeping up with data
politics, democracy and digital
transformation trends across
natural and social sciences

>Open data policy and procedures, including for interoperability
and avoidance of vapourware issues
>Secure data management systems

>>Existence of relevant documents, data products
>>Evidenced use of policies and procedures by staff
>>Evidenced use of data products by target audiences
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>Digital transformation strategy, including consideration of
digital access issues for different populations
>Data visualisation capacities, or working with partners with
similar – has to be as good as private sector offerings
3. Engaging with ’human
factor’,
and
how
this
influences real outcomes for
enriched decision making and
subsequent
change
in
behaviour

> Expert capacities in this area on staff or in partnerships

>>Staff profiles, ideal data would include access to staff competencies review

4. Knowledge, skills and
competencies in research-toaction to engage with politics,
power and power dynamics.

> Acknowledging power imbalances openly

>>Existence of relevant documents, data products

> Strategy to engage with this productively – not where power
is lessened, but showing how ‘power-over’ is transmuted into
‘power-together’ or other forms of generative power

>>Evidenced use of policies and procedures by staff

> Inclusion of behaviour change-related theory in the
formulation of organisational, individual intervention theories
of change/action

> Evidence of attempting to disrupt power dynamics
deliberately in signature processes
5. Legitimate and data-driven
case-making for the why and
how of research-to-action as
part of catalysing and guiding
sustainability transitions and
transformations

>Ability to harvest data to test assumptions supporting theories
of change

>>Demonstrated testing and updating of theories of change/action informing researchto-action activities across the organisation on an ongoing basis

>Compelling narratives built around tested theories of
change/action

>>Evidence of discarding research-to-action processes that do not function for the
ambitions

> Can make a case for contributions to sustainability transitions
and transformations contributions at an organisational level
(not just programme or project)

>> Evidence of powerful communications
>>Evidence base for claims is supported by voices outside the organisation
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